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Abstract 
Integrated services IP networks are expected to 
provide U variety of services with differentiated QoS. This 
requires the inipletnentation of mechanisms that can 
discriminate service classes in terms of QoS. The IETF 
has recently proposed a Differentiated Services (Diffserv) 
framework for provision of QoS. I n  this paper we analyse 
performance of two Diffserv mechanisms: Threshold 
Dropping and Priori01 Scheduling in terms of packet loss 
and mean packet delay. A comparison of the two 
mechanisms is carried out with the requirement that both 
mechanisms provide the same level of packet loss for  the 
preferred pow. This coniparison extends the results 
reported in the literature for these two mechanisms. In 
particular, in this paper we determine the impact oj'bufler 
threshold and buffer size on packet loss and mean packet 
deluy in these mechanisms. 
Keywords- Diffserv, QoS, Threshold Dropping, Priority 
Scheduling. 
1. Introduction 
Rapid growth of new applications and the need for 
differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) has increased the 
demand for better performance and flexibility of the 
Internet to support both existing and emerging 
applications. The current Internet offers best effort service 
to all users and is inadequate for those applications with 
more stringent QoS requirements. Differentiated Services 
(Diffserv) framework has been proposed by the IETF 
packets' priorities. Efficient support of different QoS 
services, however, may require the implementation of 
different QoS mechanisms in different parts of a network. 
A number of QoS mechanisms have been proposed in 
literature including Threshold Dropping (TD) [8], Priority 
Scheduling (PS) [9], Random Early Detection (RED) 
[ 1 I ] ,  RED with In and Out profile packets (RIO) [3] and 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [ 1][2][ IO]. TD and PS can 
be regarded as basic mechanisms from which the other 
mechanisms have been derived. Hence comparative 
performance of these two mechanisms in providing 
required QoS is an important issue. The results can be 
used to choose the appropriate mechanism to provide the 
required QoS for particular applications in the most 
efficient manner. The above mechanisms have been 
analysed in the literaturc to a certain extent. These include 
the analysis of RIO i n  [4] and WFQ in [ I ]  and TD and PS 
in [ 5 ] .  However, the important issue of how to engineer 
these mechanisms for optimal performance still needs to 
be tackled. In this paper we carry out a performance 
comparison of the TD and PS mechanisms with the aim of 
providing the same level of packet loss to the preferred 
flow. Our comparison allows us to determine resultant 
packet loss for the non-preferred flow and mean packet 
delay for both the preferred and non-preferred flows as a 
function of various parameters of the two mechanisms. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly 
describes the operation of the TD and PS mechanisms. 
Section 3 presents a performance comparison of the 
mechanisms in terms of packet loss and mean packet 
delay. The impact of the threshold setting and buffer 
partitioning on the relative performance of the two 
mechanisms is also examined in this section. Section 4 
concludes the paper. 
[6][7][8][9]. In Diffserv, packets are tagged with different 
priorities according to their service classes. Service 2. Overview of TD and PS Mechanisms 
differentiation is achieved when packets are processed 
and forwarded by Diffserv mechanisms according to 
' Now with Motorola ARC Sydney. This paper represents work done 
while still with the Switched Networks Research Centre 
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2.1. Threshold Dropping 
A threshold dropping mechanism is depicted in Figure 
1. Two arrival flows are considered: preferred flow and 
non-preferred flow. The preferred flow consists of packets 
which are tagged in profile (i.e. which do not violate their 
traffic contract) and the non-preferred flow consists of 
packets which are tagged out of profile. Preferred flow 
should receive preferential treatment with respect to the 
non-preferred flow. This is achieved in the TD 
mechanism by setting a threshold S. Non-preferred flow 
packets which arrive to the system when the queue length 
exceeds S are dropped. On the other hand preferred flow 
packets are only dropped when the queue length reaches 
the buffer size M. 
a 
a . . ? 
a 
a . . . 
Figure 1. Threshold dropping mechanism with two 
packet flows 
Figures 2 and 3 show simulation results for the TD 
mechanism under various load and threshold conditions. 
These results were obtained assuming that preferred and 
non-preferred flows were Poisson with mean arrival rate 
h, and h2, respectively. Packet service time was assumed 
to be exponential. The mean packet delay is normalised 
with respect to service time. No flow control and packet 
re-transmission were considered 
1 
0 2  0 
(4 
Figure2. Loss and delay behaviors of TD 
mechanism under various load from both flows. (Buffer 
settings: M=lOO, S=30). 
Figure 2 shows packet loss and mean packet delay as a 
function of h, and hz (normalised with respect to p). In 
this figure the buffer size was set to M = 100 and the 
threshold was set to S = 30. As expected, increasing the 
load of the non-preferred flow has little effect on packet 
loss experienced by the preferred flow. The mean packet 
delays of both flows are bounded by their thresholds. 
Figure 3 shows the impact of threshold S on packet 
loss and mean packet delay of the preferred and non- 
preferred flows. In this figure both flows had a fixed load 
of 0.7, the total buffer size was set to M = 100 and the 
threshold value S was varied from 10 to 90. Under the 
above conditions increasing the threshold value results in 
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Figure 3. Impact of threshold of non-preferred 
flow on packet delay and loss 
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2.2. Priority Scheduling 
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A priority scheduling mechanism handling to packet 
flows is depicted in Figure 4. Packets belonging to the 
preferred flow receive non-preemptive priority over 
packets belonging to the non-preferred flow. Buffer sizes 
for the preferred and non-preferred flows are set to K and 
L, respectively. 
K 
Figure 4. Priority Finite Queues 
Figure 5 shows simulation results for packet loss and 
mean packet delay experienced by the preferred and non- 
preferred flows in the PS mechanism as a function of the 
buffer size L allocated to the non-preferred flow. The total 
buffer size (K+L) was set to 15 and preferred and non- 
preferred tlows were Poisson with mean arrival rate hl 
and h2, respectively. Packet service time was assumed to 
be exponential. The mean packet delay is normalized with 
respect to service time. No flow control and packet re- 
transmission were considered. 
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Figure 5. Packet loss and mean packet delay vs 
buffer partition for various of np-rate (X,). Normalized 
arrival rate of preferred flow (A,) is 0.7. 
Figure 5 shows a clear trade-off between packet loss 
and mean packet when the buffer allocation is changed. 
Mean packet delay curves for non-preferred flow show 
interesting behavior when buffer space allocated to non- 
preferred traffic is varied. The mean packet delay for non- 
preferred flow is small when the buffer space allocation is 
either small (less than 2) or large (more than 12). This is 
because when the allocated buffer size is small, the mean 
delay is bounded by the small buffer size. When more 
buffer space is allocated to non-preferred flow, however, 
the buffer space left for preferred flow will be decreased 
due to the constant total buffer size. Under this scenario, 
packets from the non-preferred flow will spend less time 
waiting for the queue of the preferred flow to become 
empty. This behavior is due to the fact that we ignore 
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packet re-transmission in our simulation and only 
consider the mean delay of those packets which were not 
dropped from the queue. 
3. Performance Comparison of TD and PS 
Mechanisms 
In this section we present the results of a number of 
simulations carried out to obtain relative performance of the 
two mechanisms. We set the two mechanisms with the same 
total buffer space of 15 packets and the same link capacity 
(normalized to 1). As in earlier tests the preferred and non- 
preferred flows were modeled as Poisson processes. For 
given arrival rates of both flows, we varied the threshold S 
in the TD mechanism and the buffer size K in  the PS 
mechanism until the same level of loss probability for the 
preferred flow was obtained from both mechanisms. We 
then compared the resulting packet loss of the non-preferred 
flow and the mean packet delay of both flows between these 
two mechanisms. The packet loss and mean packet delay 
results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. The 
mean packet delay is normalized with respect to service 
time. Normalized arrival rate of non-preferred flow in both 
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Figure 7. Mean Packet Delay Comparison 
The results of Figure 6 indicate that the TD mechanism 
has better performance in terms of packed loss for the non- 
preferred flow when the load of the preferred flow is light. 
When the load is heavy the difference in packet loss 
between the two mechanisms is negligible. The results of 
Figure 7 indicate that as the load of the preferred flow 
changes, the PS mechanism provides a smaller mean delay 
to the preferred flow than does the TD mechanism. 
However, the TD mechanism results in a smaller mean 
delay for the non-preferred flow. 
4. Conclusion 
Threshold dropping (TD) and priority scheduling (PS) 
are two fundamental mechanisms that can provide the 
ability to discriminate between QoS of traffic classes in 
Diffserv. Our performance investigation of the TD 
mechanism indicated that changing the load of the non- 
preferred flow has a minimal effect on packet loss of the 
preferred flow. With a fixed total buffer size and the same 
arrival rate of both flows, there is a minimal improvement 
in  loss for the non-preferred flow when its threshold is 
increased. The mean packet delays for both flows are 
bounded by their thresholds. A clear trade-off between 
packet loss and mean packet delay for the preferred and 
non-preferred flows is observed in the PS mechanism 
when the buffer allocation is changed. The PS mechanism 
has the advantage over the TD mechanism in providing a 
lower mean delay to the preferred flow when the two 
mechanisms are engineered so as to provide the same 
level of packet loss for the preferred flow. However, 
under the same scenario, the TD mechanism provides 
lower packet loss and mean packet delay to the non- 
preferred flow. 
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